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Our Mission
Our mission is to help overcome social exclusion experienced by the more
disadvantaged persons in our community by providing affordable and accessible transport to individuals, voluntary, community, statutory organisations and commercial sectors.
We aim to provide sustainable transport solutions and are continuously
monitoring the effects of our organization on the environment by putting in
place measures to reduce our carbon footprint.

Our Vision
To enable our community to have access to decent affordable transport
whilst providing a sustainable and quality transport service.

Chairs Report
Last year we celebrated our 40th year
servicing our community and we held our
Annual General Meeting (AGM) in one of
London’s iconic building – Wembley
Stadium. WAIT A MINUTE! Before you get
excited and carried away believing that
we filled the capacity 90,000 seats; well we
didn’t. We held the event in one of the
pitch view conference rooms which was
fantastic to hold our 40th year celebrations;
which is now firmly behind us and we need
to look forward to the next 40 and beyond.
Notwithstanding, the smaller conference
room, the meeting was well attended by
members and friends, namely the Mayor of Brent, Councillor Lesley Jones, Bill
Freeman, Chief Executive of Community Transport Association UK, and
Muskaan from Asian People Disability Alliance (APDA), a well-known disabled
dance group in the community to name a few.
Despite the grandiose of the stadium and the lofty atmosphere, our
fundamental principles remain the same and that is to provide accessible
community transport to vulnerable people living in our community. People who
are unable to get out and about as easily as they would have liked without the
use of our wheelchair accessible vehicles, dedicated and compassionate staff
team
Before I proceed to highlighting some of our achievements of the last year, let
me begin by expressing my sincere thanks and appreciation to our key assets
and that is our staff. We continue to invest in our staff through training and
continued personal development (CPD) and as a result when they are out on
the road or around the wheel of the vehicle, they do BCT proud. They are here
first thing in the morning from 05:30hrs and last thing at night sometimes as late
as midnight.
One example of their support and commitment is giving up their Saturday to
transport over three hundred older and disabled pensioners from their care
homes, to an event organised by Jesus House, a locally based church group;
using 30 vehicles of all sizes, (MPV for one or two passengers, 16 seat minibuses
with passenger lift and larger buses. Many of the drivers had to do multiple trips
to accommodate some 327 people and to get everyone there on time and
home again. Of course, the smooth running of the on road activities is
supported by efficient and dedicated office staff liaising and coordinating
between the homes and the drivers. I simply as Chair of BCT wish to give a brief
insight into some of the operations we take on and to say well done to the staff
team for their sacrifice, thus allowing someone to get out albeit for a few hours.
You really are an asset to BCT.
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Last year I stated some of the things I would like to achieve such as ensuring
BCT is still around providing a service, taking on new contract work, increase
the number of staff, secure new contracts, extend services to more groups and
acquire our own premises to name some.
Well we’re still here, new staff taken on, secured existing contracts but
unfortunately without our own building to accommodate our staff and fleet of
vehicles.
Nevertheless, our challenges and achievements during the last year only
serves to encourage us that what we do makes a difference in people’s lives.
We provide a summary of our achievements as well as our challenges during
the last year. I wish to end on the positives as a spring board for the future, so
let’s jettison the challenges first.
Our challenges were:

Community Car Scheme Services (CCS) went through a period of selfassessment to validate the effectiveness and economic advantages of
providing this service. In
so doing the services
was put out to tender
by the Local Authority
which BCT was able to
apply and be a part of
the process. Needless to
say this cause some
disruption to the service
as changes were being
introduced. After a fairly
lengthy process BCT
was again awarded the
contract to provide CCS to older and disabled people living in Brent.



Building Project: The hunt for a suitable home continues. BCT have
become mindful of Community Asset Transfer however finding a suitable
property which can house our office, workshop and vehicle depot is
proving mighty challenging. We will however continue on the mission
and as such has sought the skills and information platform of our local
Community Volunteer Services (CVS) and Councillor’s to make them
aware that BCT are looking for a new home.
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So, what have we achieved over the pasted year?


Minibuses:
purchased two new
minibuses
(one
standard & one
accessible) and one
accessible MPV thus
reducing the overall
age of our fleet.
We purchased outright three of our existing wheelchair accessible
minibuses that were under a finance agreement due to meticulous
financial management.



CCTV Cameras: We take security of the fleet and safeguarding of
passengers, staff and the general public seriously. We have fitted CCTV
in almost all our vehicles; with the exception of a few older vehicles that
we intend to dispose of in the near future as we continue to update our
fleet.
The CCTV also help with monitoring the quality of our service we deliver.
On the one hand where appropriate and necessary we will use CCTV
footage in staff training. On the other hand, having CCTV fitted helps in
keeping our insurance down.



Investment in our staff: Staff development is an integral aspect of the
ethos of BCT. We pride ourselves with ensuring that the right staff are
recruited and trained to carry out the tasks set before them. As such
training is vital and this year we recruited two new members of staff and
put several through their Driver CPC modules, Passenger Transport
Manager’s CPC, MiDAS and First Aid.

There are many other achievements such as retaining our FORS accreditation
and working towards the ISO 9001 which is imminently due for renewal.
What are our future plans?
In this very fast moving and often shifting current, our future at best is geared
to only looking to the next 12 months. We will actively seek to tap into new
funding streams, forge stronger links with neighbouring community transport
organisations, increase our capacity to reach isolated individuals and groups.
We will continue to renew our fleet of minibuses and coaches to newer and
modern vehicle thus maximising efficiency and mileage out and thereby
reducing our carbon footprint on the environment.
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In respect of providing services for the “social good of the community - Social
Benefits” we witnessed the benefits to individual and groups when they travel
to visit families and friends or shopping centres or just out for a social event
using CCS. We want to improve greatly on the number of people many of
whom would have difficulty using public transport. Our wheelchair accessible
minibuses and MPV enables isolated people (many of whom are elderly or
disabled) to get out and about.
I would like to conclude by thanking all our stakeholders – Brent Council, City
Bridge Trust, New Testament, Elders Voice; our client base, schools and local
groups. I particularly wish to thank my fellow board of trustees for the sacrifices
they give in attending meetings and taking so seriously the management of
BCT from a policy perspective. I also thank our volunteers who unselfishly give
their time and effort to help keep BCT afloat.
Moses
Chair

Clients of Asian
People’s Disability
Alliance designed
a 40th Anniversary
poster for BCT.
Thank you to all
involved in putting
this together, it will
definitely be
treasured.
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Chief Executive Officer’s Report
Once again we’ve had another successful year at
BCT (the third continuous positive year in row) on its 41st
operation and existence anniversary following a
positive and fantastic celebration of its 40th
anniversary at the iconic Wembley Stadium. This year’s
achievements would not be possible without our
dedicated team; the entire staff, volunteers and
especially Management Committee members so, a
huge thank you to the team at BCT for their committed
and valuable input in making 2015-16 a very positive
and successful year. Though we experienced
shortage of staff and workload in some areas, they willingly took on the extra
load and responsibilities which have contributed hugely to the success of the
organisation this year. And off course, thank you to BCT’s customers, suppliers,
supporters and friends whom remain an important part of the organisation and
its success and ongoing continuity.
Within the financial year there were additional costs for the charity in
comparison to the previous year such as increase in pension contribution in line
with Pension legislation and BCT’s staging date was 1st October 2015. Also,
there has been over 20% increase in fleet insurance premium. Regular trustees
and senior management meetings have taken place to ensure all activities
are analysed properly and any risk for the organisation have been taken to
account and actioned accordingly.
Any surplus will always remain in the charity to be used and invested in line with
the charity’s objectives for delivery of its vital and much needed services; either
by capital investment for replacement of aged vehicles or subsidising and
contributing towards the cost of services for its members and public benefit by
keeping costs low and affordable without compromising quality and safety of
its transport services for its users including community & voluntary organisations
and individual disabled and elderly residents in Brent.
BCT has built very good credit and strengthened its financial stability from selfgenerating activities, this has not previously been achieved in the 40 years of
BCT’s existence. This will help BCT with its future planning and growth along with
increase in BCT’s contribution for delivery of social value and its recognisable
impact in the community and the public.
Chair, Moses has summarised the charity’s achievements in his report and
highlighted provided services, challenges that BCT have faced including the
vital SLA (CCS) services and the public benefits and social value that BCT has
provided through its service delivery over 2015-16. I recommend that all read
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his report and this annual report for a more detailed insight regarding the
organisation.
The transport industry in general as well as CTs are facing many challenges.
One of the key issues on a national scale is the shortage of qualified drivers,
both paid and volunteers. There are many reasons for this deficiency such as
high training costs and salary, which is a huge factor as there are expectations
in London for salary to match the cost of living. There are also difficulties due
to tougher rules and legislations. Other issues are around section 19 and some
competitors targeting CTs who are registered charities and not a private owner
or shareholder. No matter what, BCT will keep tackling such challenges which
may impact delivery of its services, an impact which will cause huge
disturbance to those who most depend on our services.
Over 2015-16 BCT’s fleet has been used to deliver approximately 135,788
passenger trips to day centres, home care, schools, places of worship and
many more destinations. These trips have been done through several services
such as Community Car Scheme, Group travel and Dial a Ride. 34,190 of these
trips were for door to door services supporting disabled or elderly people. It is
for BCTs existence that these trips were active and the social value behind the
delivery of these services to each and every passenger is so important and
valuable.
During the festive period, BCT’s popular Festive Bus provided individuals and
groups the opportunity to see the Christmas lights in Central London. For this
outing, our staff really came together, from decorating the vehicles, preparing
the refreshments and dressing up as Santa and his helper. This really proves that
regardless of the cold nights, our staff are prepared to be available for those
who attend the outing.
I am proud and delighted that BCT makes all efforts in providing transport
solutions to those who have mobility limitations in the community and
contribute in improving social inclusion in the borough of Brent and surrounding
areas.

“BCT is an excellent service. Drivers
and staff are 10 out of 10. I cannot
walk to a bus stop so this is very
helpful as get collected from my
doorstep.”

Jane James, Service user.
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One of the key and essential services that I believe will be beneficial to local
residents and make savings for the NHS by reducing the number of missed
appointments is the provision of non-emergency transport for primary care. We
have been in contact and attended meetings with Brent Clinical
Commissioning Group (CCG) but have been unable to get a positive
outcome. We will continue to follow this up and hopefully with the help of our
residents, CCG, Local Authority and CVS, will try to begin with a pilot scheme.
We successfully secured two new accessible minibuses via Department for
Transport (DfT) however they are still at conversion stage and not yet been
delivered despite the expectation that BCT will receive the minibuses within the
month of October 2016.
Going forward, BCT anticipate to expand relationships with other voluntary
organisations by providing services suited to their needs. Will look to further
replace our aged fleet and we aim to replace up to 10 of the older vehicles in
2016-17. A review of BCT’s membership charges and fees will also take place
to ensure that members receive the most cost effective service. Recruitment
of new staff and restructure of the organisation will take place to increase
efficiency & productivity by better utilisation of BCT resources. Look for new
business opportunities for growth to increase public benefits in line with our
charitable objectives. Look for possibility of a joint and collaborative Social
Enterprise entity with neighbouring CT’s and charities to widen the service
delivery to the community and add to social value. BCT will continuously
support its staff by providing relevant training and development to ensure staff
have the opportunity to improve their experience and capability.
BCT will continue working with HR consultant, JPC HR Consulting to ensure all
policies & procedures are in place and maintained as required; a task which
is essential when obtaining the FORS and ISO 9001 accreditations.
I would like to express, again, my thanks to the Management Committee and
particularly Moses who volunteers two days by assisting with the day to day
running of the organisation. Also, many thanks to Jackie Oliver for her voluntary
time every Monday where is assists with general administration, production of
the newsletter and identifying funding streams. The valuable input by all of
BCT’s Management Committee whom offer their leadership and strategic
decision making have lead BCT to its success. Also many thanks to the rest of
BCT team and our IT support, Prajesh Trivedy of Multicom Business Systems Ltd.
I would like to thank London Borough of Brent, the City Bridge Trust, TFL, DFT,
John Lewis Partnership, Anonymous Donors, Service Users, Partners, Suppliers
and friends and supporters of BCT for their ongoing support.
Siamak Eynollahi
Chief Executive Officer
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2015 was the year BCT turned 40!
Here are a few snaps from our celebrations

Thank you to all
who attended
and celebrated
with us at
Wembley
Stadium. It was
certainly a
momentous
occasion.
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From the other side…
Former BCT employee Jackie Oliver writes about her time now as a Trustee and
volunteer at BCT.
I have been a trustee member of BCT for exactly
a year and most Monday’s I come into the office
to do voluntary administration work for the
organisation.
I worked for Brent Community Transport from
2006 to 2009. When I retired in 2009 I did use to
pop in and sometimes help out on the Festive
Bus. Last year I was invited to their AGM,
celebrating 40 years of a community service. I
was so impressed on how BCT was coming
along, I felt I wanted to be part of it on a more regular basis.
So here I am (!)
I have been involved in helping to organise 7 trips to Kew Gardens, also 2
seaside trips to Southend and Bournemouth. All of these trips went very well
and were a success by everybody.
I am responsible for the Newsletter which I try to submit every 6 weeks. There
are a lot of people who do not have access to a computer, so it is another
way we can reach out to the local community. I also source out funding paths,
so as we can do trips and purchase new vehicles.
As a volunteer for BCT it is very rewarding. I have been fortunate in my working
career by always having a job enabling me to have a regular wage. I feel I
want to put something back into the community, so offering my life time skills,
which I picked up along the way, what better way can they be used by
offering them to BCT. If I did not do anything with them they would have just
been wasted.
If you or you know of anybody who could offer us their services as a volunteer
we would love to hear from you.
Jackie Oliver
Trustee
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Our new recruit Rama, about her time at BCT so far.

My name is Rama Bhudia and I joined BCT at the
beginning of December 2015 as a Booking Coordinator.
Having a special needs daughter who has used BCT
in the past, this organisation is very dear to me. It had
been a lifeline for my family as it helped give my
daughter her independence and lifted a great
burden off our shoulders when we were unavailable
for my daughter to get out of the house for various
reasons.
When I saw the vacancy, I could not miss the
opportunity to work for an organisation that had helped me and my family in
the past.
Having worked here of the last 11 months has been very enjoyable for me. My
colleagues are great people to work with and there is never a dull moment.
We have a great mix of cultures and everybody is very friendly and
understanding towards each other.
The service users we provide transport for are wonderful and I love talking to
every single one of them. Every passenger has different needs and we try to
cater for their needs regarding transport as much as we can. We at BCT make
all efforts to accommodate for all our service users and treat everyone as an
individual.
Having been at this organisation for almost 12 months now, I have had no
regrets about joining the team.
Rama Bhudia
Bookings Coordinator
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Festive Bus 2015
We had another year successful with the Festive Bus and as always, Santa and
his helpers hosted a joyful evening for all that travelled on our glitzy Christmas
bus.
Residents of Craven Park Nursing Home, Homefield Court Care Home, Lodge
Court Residents Association and individual service users of BCT all booked to
go see London lit up with dazzling Christmas lights. The bus passes by London’s
iconic landmarks both old and new and passengers get a great view of
attractions such as The Shard, Buckingham Palace, London Eye and the
Houses of Parliament which follow with a drive down Regent Street and Oxford
Street which are lit up with glittering lights.
Between 15th and 22nd December 2015 we provided this outing to 46 disabled
or elderly people living in Brent.

This year’s Festive

Bus is now available to book.

Please email us at bookings@brentct.org.uk or call us
on 0203 114 7022 for availability.
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Services
Minibus Group Transport
Under this service any of our fleet of 14 to 16 seat accessible and standard
minibuses is available to be used by our members, statutory groups and
voluntary organisations; these range from sports clubs, faith groups, day
centres, care homes and support groups.
BCT Community Drive
This service is used by member organisations that have their own MiDAS (Minibus
Driver Awareness Scheme certificate) and D1 driving licence. Using BCT
Community Drive means that organisations can keep their cost low and also
have much more flexible access to the use of the vehicle.

Supporting and working with other organisations
Wembley Stadium
BCT and Wembley Stadium work together in providing an accessible shuttle
bus service between Wembley Park Station and the stadium on event days.
The service is available to the disabled and less mobile spectators attending
events at the stadium. Throughout the year we have provided this service for
numerous events including the NFL, FA Cup, Rugby World and the sold out
Coldplay concert.
New Testament Community Project
A registered charity based in Willesden where they run a senior citizens club.
They hold a luncheon three times a week at Willesden Centre for Health &
Care and it is for this that they use BCT’s accessible vehicles through the BCT
Community Drive service.
Elders Voice
An organisation which works with over 2000 older people aged 55 years to
over 100 years old and provides a diverse services to them as they very much
depend on the individual’s needs. Elders Voice use BCT’s accessible vehicles
through the BCT Community Drive service three times a week to transport its
service users.
John Billam Resource Centre
A service part of Brent Adult & Social Care; John Billam Centre provides
specialised support to adults with learning disabilities and/or autism. John
Billam use a minibus from BCT Monday to Thursday to transport clients to
services available in the community; these include art therapy, swimming,
bowling and vocational and academic courses. BCT have also have a
contract to provide two minibuses, drivers and passenger assistant’s to take
clients from their homes to the centre and return 5 days a week. The service
is very much personalised to ensure that all clients’ needs are met in
accordance with their daily practice.
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Community Car Scheme (CCS)
We are pleased to report that London Borough of Brent continues its
commitment to carry on with the Service Level Agreement for the Community
Car Scheme; a door to door transport scheme for the elderly and disabled in
the borough. Although CCS has been operating as a door to door transport
scheme since 1975 with the support of the London Borough of Brent, it
became a Service Level Agreement in financial year 2001/2002 between BCT
and Brent Council. The scheme is recognised as a worthy and desirable
service for the disabled people living and working in the borough.
The service requires advance booking subject to availability of drivers and
vehicles on a first come first served basis. BCT uses accessible vehicles for this
door to door service to enable wheelchair bound and elderly passengers to
travel with ease. Service users are able to make use of the service seven days
a week including bank holidays to locations within M25.
The aim of the service set by London Borough of Brent is to complement other
discretionary travel schemes to help people with journeys which they may
otherwise be unable to make and to provide people who are unable to use,
or have difficulty with access to public transport and may not have access to
other form of concessionary travel.

“BCT helps me get to my
centre in Brondesbury. If it
was not for their service I
could not get out. I only
manage to go out once a
week. I can’t sleep the
night before I go to the
centre because I’m so
excited to go see my
friends.”

Kathleen Nicholls, Community Car Scheme service user
with BCT driver, Faye Atraki
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HR Report
JPCHR Consulting have been working closely with BCT since 2014 and more
recently there has been a change in the requirement of their services due to
the restructuring of the back office functions at BCT.
The Key deliverables is to provide a seamless function to the organisation in the
following areas.
BCT key deliverables are listed below:








Complainant with employment law in the operation of its Human
Resource functions
Ensure that all staff have job descriptions and up to date employment
contracts
Ensure that a timetable is put in place for supervisory and appraisal
meetings
To continue to audit existing HR systems
Produce employment relations template documents
Set up monitoring systems to capture KPI’s
The provision of HR advice and support to the organisation

To date, their services have supported BCT with the following:








Revising existing staff Contracts and Job Descriptions (JD)
Composing new contracts and JD’s for new roles
Assisting with staff appraisals and performance
Assisting with recruitment
Upkeep of staff records in line with legal guidelines
Applying for DBS checks
Reviewing existing Policies & Procedures and introducing new ones
where required

We would like to thank June Crowther
(pictured right) and her team at JPCHR
Consulting for their ongoing support to
BCT. June has very much become a part
of the team and we are delighted to have
her at BCT.
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Our user groups
Many different kinds of groups use BCT to accommodate their travel needs.
The following are our regular customers whom we would like to thank for their
ongoing support.
Ashford Place
Asian People’s Disability Alliance
Brent Dolphins Swimming Club
Brent Multiple Sclerosis Society
Brent Music Service
Chalkhill Primary School
Craven Park Nursing Home
Culture Dementia UK
Elders Voice
Friends of the Willows
Harrow Primary Care Trust (North West London NHS Trust)
John Billam Resource Centre
Lodge Court Care Home
Lodge Court Residents Associations
London Borough of Brent
London Dial a Ride (Transport for London)
Maple Walk School
Mill Hill School
Mount Stewart Junior School
New Testament Community Project
Newfield Primary School
Oliver Goldsmith Primary School
Our Lady of Lourdes Catholic Primary School
Play Adventures and Community Enrichment
St. Anthony’s School
Sudbury Neighbourhood Centre
The John Lyon School
Tokyngton FC
Torah Temimah Primary School
Wembley & Kingsbury Arthritis Care
Wembley National Stadium
Wembley Primary School
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Our Management Committee
Moses, Chairman
Jackie Oliver, Trustee
Roger Simmons, Trustee

Hazel Shepherd, Trustee
Pamela Downer, Trustee
Raymond Starr, Treasurer

The Management Committee are voluntary Directors of the organisation and
without their input, the organisation would not be celebrating 40 years of
achievements. Over the years, BCT has seen many committee members
come and go but the contribution by each member since 1975 has made
BCT who we are today.
Each member of the committee offers advice and guidance in specific areas
ranging from Finance, HR and Law. Each play a crucial part in ensuring that
the organisation meets its objectives and remains financially viable. The
Management Committee are responsible for the organisation and we are
grateful for each and every member who has sat on the committee over the
years and made our organisation grow and conquer.
Georges Isabelle (former Treasurer) and Kevin
Usiade (Trustee) resigned in October 2015. We
would like to thank them dearly for their time
and commitment while on the Management
Committee.
Left to Right, Georges and Kevin

Volunteers
By giving your time to do something practical in your community you help
enrich lives of many disabled and older people so they can stay active,
independent and continue to be included in society. Our volunteers
contribute to exactly this and we would like to thank them for their continuous
commitment to the organisation.

Left to Right, Volunteers Steve Grant, Zekiel Cofie, Moses & Jackie Oliver
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The Technical stuff
Financial Review
The Statement of Financial Activities shows incoming resources for the year of
£1,469,707 (2015: £1,407,565) up by 4.4% and total outgoing of £1,291,704 (2015:
£1,249,350) up by 3.4%. The net movement in funds of £178,003 (2015: £158,215)
is made up of net income in unrestricted revenue.
This is our 3rd continuous successful year in managing BCT to secure positive
surplus for its charitable objective including designated funds for replacement
of BCT’s aged fleet which in the absence of such funds and grants BCT have
paid higher maintenance costs for keeping its vehicles running in previous
years. The high portion of this year’s surplus have been allocated and added
to designated funds for replacement of aged fleet which the balance of
designated funds at March 2016 is £186,520 (2015: £110,000) to ensure increase
in quality of vehicles for delivery of services and social value which BCT is proud
of.
In the year to March 2016, total vehicle bookings for groups and regular
services (one way & return) was 9,422 (2015: 9,344) and passenger trips (total
individual passengers transported as a single journey by BCT) was
approximately 135,788 of which 34,190 (2015: 32,540) were Door-to-door trips
for individuals including 2,832 for Community Car Scheme (CCS). A total
annual mileage of 274,410 (2015: 271,643). The category of the users for eligible
transport services are as follow:




Disabled & Elderly people 62.93%
Children & Young people 25.87%
Other users 11.20%

Reserve Policy
The Trustees have established and maintained a policy of holding reserves to
enable the charity to function for a period of three months which amounts to
approximately £250,000. The charity have a number of main contracts of which
two represent over 30% of the charities incoming resources. Therefore, the
charity needs to maintain a level of reserve in order to continue its services for
further 3 months.
The only restricted fund available to BCT was from the City Bridge Trust towards
the salary of the Business Development Manager which was unused whilst the
post was vacant. The charity does not have any other restricted funds
(restricted funds are to be used for specific purpose as laid down by the
donor). Expenditure, which meets this criteria, is charged to the fund together
with a fair allocation of management and administrative costs.
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The general and unrestricted funds are donations and other incoming
resources received or generated for charitable purposes and are the free
working capital of the charity for delivery of organisation’s services in line with
general objectives of the charity.
Designated funds are unrestricted funds earmarked by the management
committee for particular purposes. The balance of designated funds for
replacement of aged fleet at balance sheet date is £186,520.
The charity has reserves at the year-end of £595,867 (2015: £417,864) which is
made up of Fixed Assets funds which represent the net book value of assets
£257,282 (2015: 231,793) at 31/03/2016 including remaining principal loan
balance of £50k on YM09TPO. There is no other loan or finance on the charities
fixed assets. After deducting remaining net book value of fixed assets which
are not exchangeable easily to cash and designated funds (£186,520) the
charities unrestricted remaining reserve will be £202,065 which the trustees aim
to improve in the coming year in line with policy and requirement level.
Pension
The charity contributes to a defined contribution pension scheme currently
with Standard Life. The charity’s pension policy is to contribute to the pension
scheme to match the employee’s chosen contribution up to 5% which will
cover pension legislation changes and requirements. In line with the
government introduction to pension legislation, the charity’s starting date for
pension was 1st October 2015. The assets of the scheme are held separately
from those of the charity in an independently administered fund. The monthly
pension cost charges to the financial statement of the charity represents
contributions payable under the scheme by the charity to the fund. The charity
has no liability under the scheme other than for the payment of those
contributions.
Risk Management
The trustees have a risk management strategy which comprises: An annual review of the risks the charity may face;
 The establishment of systems and procedures to mitigate those risks
identified in the plan; and
 The implementation of procedures designed to minimise any potential
impact on the charity should those risks materialise.
 All Trustees and decision making managers should declare & sign
conflict of interest.
The Trustees have analysed the risk of charity’s operation to identify possible
risks and accordingly take required actions or have strategy in place to tackle
the risks. The below table shows the identified possible risks and actions taken
for minimizing loss by the charity.
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Possible Risks
Charity
premises
(rental
from
private
Landlord)

Actions & Plan
The 2nd 5 years charity’s lease rental of Offices, Depot and workshop
will come to end in June 2019. There is a clause of 3 months’ notice
period. Therefore, the charity is continuously looking for purchasing its
place by looking for a combination of grant, funding and mortgage.
Some schemes in the LB Brent such as Community Asset Transfer are
looked at and will be continued. Also in the meanwhile some other
temporary locations are identified and policy for Drivers to take
vehicle home are in place with relevant risk assessments form and
procedures.
Large
value Any large value service will be analysed regularly and also any
projects and required capital investment for delivery of those services should be
services
based on new longer contracts or in general long period contracts.
The charity have secured new 3 years contract with both the
organisations.
Aged Fleet
The charity is continuing with its vehicle replacement policy & plan by
using designated funds and also looking for grant funding. In the year
2015-16 the organisation has replaced three of its aged vehicles. The
charity is looking to replace 8 to 10 of its aged vehicles in the coming
year.
Shortage
of The shortage of qualified drivers is a nationwide issue for the transport
Drivers & Staff industry. The charity is continuously looking for recruitment of drivers,
working in partnership with other CTs or looking to utilise reliable
agencies. The charity have considered and proposed some training
projects to encourage keen single parents and unemployed local
residence by contributing towards the training costs of D1 with follow
up employment option where possible and options of their
contribution to the community. The charity have an approved
restructure in place and the vacant positions will be fulfilled in the
coming year, which plans are in place.

Credit Risk Management
The charity has good and regular credit control in place to ensure almost all its
debtors accounts will be cleared within the agreed and permitted period. The
charity have not got any material doubtful debtors at the balance sheet date
and all trade debtors are recoverable.
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Fuel to Miles / Kilometres used Per minibus
2015 / 2016
35000
30000
25000
20000

Fuel Amount

15000

Mileage (Miles)

10000

Mileage (KiloMetres)

5000

KMM
AWG
NLJ
VZD
RNY
KZP
EGY
BDO
BDE
HBD
EAF
EAG
NND
LDE
OVC
EZT
LHR
BBV
EPO
HUR
WVL
CNA
XJV
SWF
NVY
VMW
NSJ

0

Other

Popular Places visited in 2015 / 16 by our users.

Shopping Centres

124

9 11

3 95

46

39

Places of worship
263

Medical Centres / Hospital

235

40

Home visits; visiting
Friends or Family
Social Liesure

267
75

8

Banks & Solicitor
Day Centres/Social Clubs

146

Schools/Children's centres
Care Homes
Train stations
1374

Brent Council & Libraries
Cemetry
Work/Employment
Hair and Beauty Salon
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Brent Community Transport Accounts
Balance Sheet

2016
2015
Balance Sheet

Brent Community Transport
Fixed Assets: Tangible assets
Investment

£ 257,281
£
1

£ 231,792
£
1

Total Fixed assets

£ 257,282

£ 231,793

Current Assets: Stocks
Debtors
Cash at bank and in hand

£
471
£ 305,202
£ 188,487

£
261
£ 131,224
£ 260,434

Total Current Assets

£ 494,160

£ 391,919

Creditors: due within one year

-£ 138,462

-£ 155,818

Net Current Asset

£ 355,698

£ 236,101

Total Assets Less Current Liabilities

£ 612,980

£ 467,894

-£ 17,113

-£

Total Net Asset/(Liabilities)

£ 595,867

£ 417,864

Unrestricted funds: Designated funds

£ 186,520

£ 110,000

General funds

£ 409,347

£ 307,864

Total Funds

£ 595,867

£ 417,864

Creditors due after more than one year

50,030

Brent Community Transport Balance Sheet
Comparison for 2016 & 2015
2016

2015

£700,000

£612,980 £595,867

£600,000

£494,160

£500,000
£400,000
£300,000

£595,867

£305,202

£257,281 £257,282

£409,347

£355,698

£188,487

£186,520

£200,000
£100,000

£1

£471

2

4

£(17,113)

££(100,000) 0

6

£(138,462)
8

10

12

14

16

£(200,000)
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Brent Community Transport Accounts
Income & Expenditure
2016

Brent Community Transport

2015

Income & Expenditure
Unrestricted

Income from: Donations
Charitable activities: GH,SLA(Social
Services)& Membership
Community Car Scheme & SLA (CCS)
Contract Transport Services
School Transport Services
Other Transport Services
Investment Income

-

£

300

£ 78,169

£

£ 78,872
£

3,660

£

Unrestricted Restricted

£

1,089

£

1,089

£

-

-

£ 78,169

£

75,849

£

75,849

£

-

£

-

£ 78,872

£ 110,048

£ 110,048

£

-

£

-

£ 583,660

£ 531,535

£ 531,535

£

-

1,767

£

-

£ 631,767

£

611,583

£ 611,583

£

-

£

6,828

£

-

£ 96,828

£

77,395

£

77,395

£

-

£

111

£

-

£

£

66

£

66

£

-

£ 69,407

£

300

£1,469,707

£ 1,407,565

£1,406,476

£

-

£

£

300

£

300

£

-

£

-

£

-

£ 86,684

£

-

£ 86,684

£

77,467

£

77,467

£

-

£ 84,084

£

-

£ 84,084

£

93,988

£

93,988

£

-

£ 470,394

£

-

£ 470,394

£

455,943

£ 455,943

£

-

£ 566,087

£

-

£ 566,087

£

530,873

£ 530,873

£

-

£ 84,155

£

-

£ 84,155

£

91,079

£

91,079

£

-

Total expenditure
£1,291,404
Net income/(expenditure)for the
year
£ 178,003
Net movement in funds
£ 178,003

£

300

£1,291,707

£ 1,249,350

£1,249,350

£

-

£

-

£ 178,003

£

158,215

£ 158,215

£

-

£

-

£ 178,003

£

158,215

£ 158,215

£

-

-

£

Total
300

Total Incoming resources
Expenditure on: Donations
Charitable activities: GH,SLA(Social
Services)& Membership
Community Car Scheme & SLA (CCS)
Contract Transport Services
School Transport Services
Other Transport Services

£

Restricted
Total

111

Reconciliation of funds: Total funds
brought forward

£ 417,864

£

-

£ 417,864

£

259,649

£ 259,649

£

-

Total funds Carried forward

£ 595,867

£

-

£ 595,867

£

417,864

£ 417,864

£

-

Brent Community Transport Income &
Expenditure for 2016 & 2015
£1,600,000
£1,400,000
£1,200,000
£1,000,000
£800,000
£600,000
£400,000
£200,000
£-

2016

2015
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Special thanks to Treadline Electrical Services Ltd, long standing
partners of BCT and sponsors of this Annual Report.

We are all about people, here are a few faces of those associated
with our organisation
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Find us
We are based in the East Lane Business Park on East Lane, North Wembley.

Brent Community Transport
East Lane Business Park

enquries@brentct.org.uk

Studio 41- 42 Building 56 South
Magnet Road

www.brentct.org.uk

North Wembley
Middlesex

0203 114 7022

HA9 7RG

Registered Charity No: 280698 - Registered as a Company in England & Wales No: 1509231
Registered Office: Studio 41-42 Building 56 South, Magnet Road, East Lane Business Park,
North Wembley, Middlesex HA9 7RG
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